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 Network security is one of the foremost anxieties of the modern time. Over 

the previous years, numerous studies have been accompanied on the 

intrusion detection system. However, network security is one of the foremost 

apprehensions of the modern era this is due to the speedy development and 

substantial usage of altered technologies over the past period. The 

vulnerabilities of these technologies security have become a main dispute 

intrusion detection system is used to classify unapproved access and unusual 

attacks over the secured networks. For the implementation of intrusion 

detection system different approaches are used machine learning technique 

is one of them. In order to comprehend the present station of application of 

machine learning techniques for solving the intrusion discovery anomalies in 

internet of thing (IoT) based big data this review paper conducted. Total 55 

papers are summarized from 2010 and 2021 which were centering on the 

manner of the single, hybrid and collaborative classifier design. This review 

paper also includes some of the basic information like IoT, big data, and 

machine learning approaches are discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last years there has remained an appropriate growth in the usage of communication 

technologies and data handling method such as internet of thing, cloud computing and big data. In addition to 

the natural increase of the requirement of people, governments, and business on computer systems are 

endorsing new threats and leveraging the impacts and probabilities of information security breaches in this 

new and complex context. With the growth of internet of thing (IoT) source of big data also generate which 

make the data security risks increase exponentially [1], [2]. It is compulsory to recognize all the 

susceptibilities and threats that could occur that are premeditated obviously for IoT data assembly. To 

decrease likely threats, it is ostensible that the need for more studies that focus on the knowledge of threats 

becomes a fact for that context and that encounters in their security, such as privacy and privacy, have been 

documented and must be lectured and avoided. IoT and big data have two main relationships on one hand 

IoT is of the main producer or source of big data and therefore it is an imperative goal for big data analytics 

to improve the service of big data [3], [4]. IoT data are dissimilar from then overall big data because they 

have some different appearances usual then other data like large-scale running data, heterogeneity, time and 

space correlation, and high noise data. One of the main issue in big data is the security of data this is due to 

the volume of the data increase after the applying the encryption technique therefore different researcher 

apply different encryption algorithm and trying to reduce the volume of the data size [5]. The data of real 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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time processing time increasing day by day which make big issue for data security approaches. Data query 

processing is also one of the big issues in big data encrypted this is due to the both unstructured and 

structured encrypted data need decryption of the data first [6], [7]. Due to huge quantities of data this can 

take momentous volumes of time and inquiry dispensation can take substantial time. Intrusion detection 

systems are purposely situated on a network to distinguish threats and display packets [8]. The intrusion 

detection system (IDS) realizes this by congregation data from dissimilar systems and network foundations 

and investigative the data for possible threats [9], [10]. In this article, we have presented different machine 

learning (ML) algorithms used for intrusion detection system for IoT based big data security from 2010 to 

2021. We have also discussed about IDS system, IoT and big data. Finally, we performed a statistical 

analysis of the review and selected ML to resolve the causes of various issues for IoT based big data security. 

For the relief of readers, we delivered a list of the supreme regularly used abbreviations in the paper are 

discussion in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1. Abbreviations list 
Acronyms Meaning Acronyms Meaning 

IoT Internet of thing  CC Cloud computing 

IDS Intrusion detection systems NN Neural networks 
ML Machine learning algorithm ML Machine learning technique  

SL Supervised learning SVM Support vector machine 

CCS Cloud computing security  SC Self-configuration 

 

 

The main offerings of this review paper are shortened are as: i) present details information about IoT 

base big data, ii) extant facts information about machine learning technique, iii) contemporary facts 

information about machine leaning technique on IDS, iv) summarizations of main contribution in intrusion 

detection systems for IoT based big data using machine leaning method from 2010 to 2021, and v) present 

future research direction about intrusion detection systems for IoT based big data using machine learning 

technique. 

The statistics connected to our review were mined from about 55 published papers. This group of 

papers consumes been amassed by accessing numerous peer-reviewed data sources (Table 2). These papers 

focus the developments complete intrusion detection systems for IoT based big data by the machine learning 

technique from 2010 to 2021. The frequency of publication of this work per year for the last ten years was 

intended to imagine the progress of research on this promising thematic of the machine learning technique for 

IoT based big data using machine learning technique which present in Figure 1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Paper selection procedure 
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Table 2. Database source and source URL 
Google Scholar https://scholar.google.com/ 

ACM Digital Library  http://dl.acm.org/ 
DBLP URL http://dblp.uni-trier.de/ 

Springer www.springer.com 

Taylor & Francis http://taylorandfrancis.com 
Wiley Online Library http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com 

IEEE Explore http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/ 

 

 

Table 2 demonstration the statistics basis by these search engines changed paper are download from 

2010 to 2021. The current review presents detailed information about the main contributions in intrusion 

detection systems for IoT based big data using machine learning technique. The results of recent studies were 

summarized and discussed. Some recommendation’s that could be used as a guide for implementing a future 

research vision for machine learning techniques for intrusion detection system for IoT based big data are 

reported, Table 2, and Figure 1 present the paper collection method of this paper. 

 

 

2. BACKGROUND STUDY 

In this section we define all those technologies and parameters which are used for establishment 

process of intrusion detection systems for IoT based big data using machine learning technique. Different 

researcher paper are also mention in this section along their advantage and dis advantages. IoT contains of 

self-formation node they are connected with dynamic and with global network infrastructure. It comprises of 

small thing with limited storage and processing system internet of thing refers a broad vision. Thing such 

ways that every day object is place environment are organized with each other with the help of internet. 

These technology different devices are connecting with other device and used for sharing information or data 

transfer device to device. The term internet of thing used by Kevin in 1999, it becomes popular due to auto-id 

entre. In IoT all the device are connected with each other and system architecture should support IoT like as 

bridge between physical and virtual world. For design process of IoT need to check many factor such as 

communication, process and commercial models along with security [11]. 

 

2.1.  Internet of thing  

International telecommunication union (ITU) suggested four layer concepts in IoT. These are 

application layer, network layer, perception layer and middle layer. Application layer consist of several 

application they offer different service. This is most upper layer and visible for user. No universal standard 

rule for developing application layer it can be design due to it service. Application layer protocols are 

distributed at multiple users they can use any information with the help of these protocols [12]. Network 

layer delivers network broadcast and evidence security and distributes universal entrée atmosphere to the 

perception layer, that deliver data program and storage consciousness. The network layer comprises mobile 

strategies, cloud computing, and the internet. Perception layer this layer involves in collection of information 

and it interconnected network layer. This layer consists of all sensor nodes it means all sensing technology 

and controlling are data acquired include perception layer are divided in to sub layer [13]. Main element of 

IoT: internet of thing provides benefit and facilities to the user these services are provide in the form of IoT 

element which are. Identification process are used for identify each object in the network two main element 

are used in identification process which are naming and addressing. Naming mentions as tag of the thing and 

addressing castoff for documentation purpose with precise object both are changed from each other. May be 

the name of device are same but the addressing not same of object because the method used for addressing 

with unique code and it assigned with the help of IPv6 [14]. Sensing is the process used for collection of 

information from different object. Different media are used for storage of information and different sensing 

device are used for collection of information like actuators, RFID tags, smart sensors, wearable sensing 

devices. Communication is one of the main elements of IoT in which different device are connected and 

communicate with each other. In this process different device sent and receive message or different files. 

Different technologies are used for communication purpose [15]. 

 

2.2.  Big data concept 

Big data conations different source of digital elements like sensor, video, email, numerical 

modeling, and social resource they data store in these elements are type of text, type of video and graphic. 

Big data relate the big data or it store big data source but we can get our required data after the analyzing, and 

visualizing these big data [16]. Big data are generating from different source like online transaction (i-e) 

email, online management system, and health system, online banking system and networking. Due to large 

number of data size and information processing they affect the storage and visualization. Last few decades 
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the data size increasing from different area and types according to the report from international data 

corporation (IDC) the size of data was (1021TB) in 2012 which increase now 20 times more than it. This was 

occurred in the data size due to the improve occur in the technologies and its usage [17]. 

 

2.3.  Big data challenges  

Where big data provide lot of opportunities however research and professionals facing several 

challenges like that, they want to extract big data in to useful knowledge and information. Big data 

management; data scientist and researcher are facing big issue when they are dealing with big data like big 

data extraction, storage; integrate when facing less hardware, software as compare data set. Big data 

management is one of the main issues because collected data from different source and then mange and make 

them useful for user and organization to use them without any error and duplication. Big data management 

goal is to ensure reliable data that is easily accessible, manageable, properly stored and secured [18]. Big data 

cleaning; normally tradition data system consists of cleaning, aggregation, and encoding, storage and access 

system. When different data are collected from different source however, data sources may contain noises, 

errors or incomplete data therefore different technique and method are used to cleaning of big data and make 

them useable for user and organization. Big data aggregation means synchronize outside data in to any 

organization data and make them useable. Different network are collected to big data it means different data 

set are generate from outside of IoT technology it need security and make them access able form that user 

can get the information any time this process is known as big data aggregation [19]. Imbalanced system 

capacities it is important issue because network architecture is important in the network for access of 

network. As we know that IoT consist of different network or technology suppose in a same network consist 

of different device the expectation of each device effect the network if some device are not work properly 

then it effect the system therefor proper network architecture need and not balance system for good network 

[20]. Imbalanced big data another challenge is classifying imbalanced dataset its important technique for 

proper big data system. Normally data set are classified in to two group which are positive and negative now 

a day they are father divided into sub group. Modern technologies are used to remove the imbalanced data 

and make them accurate for useable. They make balanced using these types of data class [21]. 

 

2.4.  Intrusion detection system 

An intrusion detection system (IDS) is a network security knowledge originally constructed 

intended for recognizing susceptibility activities beside a board solicitation or network. IPS extended IDS 

elucidations through count the capability to block burdens in adding to detecting them besides has convert the 

leading placement selection for IDS/IPS tools. Intrusion detection structures can be hardware system or 

software system that are mechanically displays and classify the bout or intrusion and make alert the network 

or knowledge. This watchful report benefits the superintendent or worker to discovery and fortitude the 

paleness present in the system or system [22]. Intrusion detection systems are purposely positioned on a 

network in direction to detect threats and screen network traffic. The IDS take either network or host based 

approaches for recognizing attacks. The IDS achieve this mission by collecting data from systems and 

network foundations and achieve investigation on it for conceivable intimidations. Mixture based detection 

system is the grouping of anomaly-based intrusion detection and signature-based intrusion detection. 

Maximum of the IDSs use any one of the intrusion detections namely difference or signature. Since both 

intrusion detections have their own drawbacks, hybrid IDS can be used. Based on their action intrusion 

detection is confidential into different types. IDSs are envisioned to expose intrusions, before they can 

disclose the secured system possessions [23]. IDSs remain continuously measured as an additional partition 

of protection from the sanctuary point of view. IDSs are Infobahn corresponding of the intruder alarms that 

are being used in corporeal security organization nowadays. Different approaches of intrusion detection 

usually dissertation, IDS has two main types, and they are: network-based IDS (NIDS) and host-based IDS 

(HIDS). The methods prospect alienated into two groups which are anomaly intrusion detection and misuse 

intrusion detection [24]. 

 

2.5.  Machine learning technique 

As everybody knew, machine learning has become more and more interesting, used mainly to train 

machines to manage data more efficiently. Sometimes after examining the data, we cannot interpret the 

model or extract the necessary information from the data in this case, we apply machine learning technique. 

With a large number of data sets available, the demand for machine learning is increasing [25]. Machine 

learning has been applied in many industries, from the military to medicine, to extract relevant information 

the goal of machine learning is to learn from the data. Several approaches have been developed and created, 

by programmers and mathematicians to teach machines to learn themselves. Machine learning is made up of 

several types of learning that have been classified into some popular families [26]. 
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3. BIG DATA AND MACHINE LEARNING  

Big data carry diverse issue for upgrading of these issue new method and methodologies are 

obligatory. The encounters to big data include performance, data federation, data laxative, safety and time to 

worth. The supreme shared presentations on the data set spending IoT based big data are seizing data, loading 

data, data investigation, informing, enquiring meditation technology, and data confidentiality and safety [27]. 

The leading problems retiring for big data are shapeless and unusual databases, since the out-of-date conducts 

for big data is not sufficient for loading the data and they requisite detailed behaviors for their desires when 

they grasp pet bytes or zettabytesof. Unalike commencing like Google, Yahoo, Facebook, and other 

enthusiastic startups do not use Oracle tools for exemption big data sources [28]. In its place the attitude is 

based on cloud; countless open foundations like Hadoop and dispersed systems. In future, it is indispensable 

to circumvent the costs upsurge exponentially and storage supplies when new IoT data world may generate. 

Security of IoT based big data is big issues because the big data associated IoT application are great 

advantage for society, changed corporations and many other huge and small scale industries. Due to the use 

of these big data submission sanctuary is imperative development [29]. The foremost contests of IoT 

grounded big data embrace capture of data, length, and stowage of data along with handover and key 

administration. The difficulties with big data in trade with IoT submissions are, durable key supervision 

many officialdoms have functional encryption for data security for IoT big data; they habitually supervise 

collect indistinctness in key society, admittance control, and tending data admittance. If encryption keys 

shaped are not effusively dwindling and accomplished, they are disposed to theft by altered hackers [30]. 

 

 

4. RESEARCH METHOD 

To study briefly about contribution in intrusion detection systems for IoT based big data using 

machine leaning technique from 2010 to 2021. Figure 2 show the group of paper where these papers goes to 

different phase once that has done, we nominated 55 for summarization at final stage. The main roles of 

summarization of these are that we collect information about contribution in intrusion detection systems for 

IoT based big data using machine leaning technique from 2010 to 2021. After the implementation of these 

machine leaning technique the different parameter is used to check the performance.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The paper gathering phases for this paper 

 

 

4.1.  Parameters for evaluation  

Different parameters are used to check the comprehensively detection effect of different machine 

learning algorithm for simultaneously in IDS research which are mention in: 

a. 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
(𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁)

(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁)
∗ 100. 

b. Sensitivity is the process which shows the positive fraction or confirms that diagnostic test is positive 

and the test result for which process has find and it can be written as given below. 

c. 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦/𝑟𝑒𝑐 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 /𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃

(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁)
∗  100 [31]. 
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d. Specificity is diagnostic test is negative and person is healthy and can be present as: 
TN

(TN + FP)
∗  100. 

e. 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑏𝑒 ∶  
𝑇𝑃

(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁)
 ∗  100. 

f. 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  𝑇𝑃 / (𝑇𝑃 +  𝐹𝑁). 

g. 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  𝐹𝑃 / (𝐹𝑃 +  𝑇𝑁) [32]. 

 

 

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

Different technology are involve intrusion detection systems for IoT based big data therefore 

receiving broadly devotion owing to it energetic wildlife and tractability due to these assets unalike 

association and researcher are receiving curiosity in this equipment. Different organization and researcher 

implement by evaluating different data for different experimental purpose therefore used different simulation 

tools are used for security purpose for big data [33]. In this unit we extant the summary of 28 papers which 

are used for improvement in about intrusion detection systems for IoT based big data using machine learning 

technique from 2010 and 2021. The summary of these article contains of method name, process, year, 

benefit, weakness and references. Table 3 expressions the summary of those articles which report the 

problems in intrusion detection systems for IoT based big data using machine learning technique taking 

different parameter with the help of machine learning technique. 

 

 

Table 3. Summary of related work 
Technique Problems addressed Improvement Weakness Section Ref 

ML Technique Network intrusion 

detection 

Anomaly detection Data analytics Accuracy [34] 

ML Technique Stream processing Intrusion prevention 

systems 

Big data in intrusion 

detection systems 

Signature-based 

detection 

[35] 

ML Technique Real-time intrusion 
detection system 

Attack data Data analytics Accuracy [36] 

ML Technique Intrusion detection Big data processing Data analytics Accuracy rate [37] 

ML Technique Feature selection Intrusion detection Big data analytics Accuracy, detection 

rate 

[38] 

Hybrid MLT Intrusion detection 

system 

Positive detection rate Classification 

performance, 

Improve detection 

rate 

[39] 

Spark-Chi-SVM Training time Security Data analysis Feature selection [40] 

DNN Technique  Intrusion detection 

systems 

Accuracy  Classification Evaluate features 

section 

[41] 

ASCH-IDS 

Algorithm 

Vulnerabilities Accuracy and precision 

recall rates 

Data analytics 

technique 

Identification [42] 

Technique  Training section Accuracy Data analysis Data analysis [43] 
Deep Learning Intrusion detection 

systems 

Accuracy Training time a Data analysis [44] 

Learning Algorithm Auto-update Packet analysis Data analysis Feature selection [45] 
ML algorithm  Context-aware 

intrusion detection 

Detection rate of anomaly 

signs 

Intellectualization 

based 

Analyzing threats [46] 

MLT Confusion matrices Traffic dynamically Data analysis Feature selection [47] 
ML Techniques Paramount aspect Change control identifiers Big data analytics Features is selected 

section 

[48] 

ML T  Stream processing Intrusion prevention 
systems 

Big data in intrusion 
detection systems 

Signature-based 
detection 

[49] 

MLT Monitoring 

anomaly detection 

Intrusion detection Big data analytics Multivariate big data 

analysis 

[50] 

DNN Intrusion detection Change control identifiers Big data analytics Accuracy, detection 

rate 

[51] 

ML technique Feature selection Intrusion detection system 
(IDS) 

Big data analytics Accuracy, detection 
rate 

[52] 

ML models Feature selection Intrusion Detection IoT data analytics Accuracy. [53] 
ML techniques Cyber-attacks Intrusion detection system Big data analytics Effectiveness [54] 

ML, T Real-time intrusion 

detection system 

Attack data Data analytics Accuracy [55] 

AL, T Intrusion detection 

system 

Attack data Data analytics Effectiveness [56] 

ML, T Intrusion detection 
system 

Attack data Dimensional 
visualization 

Accuracy [57] 

ML, Algorithms Network intrusion 

detection systems 

Ensemble-based Streaming data Accuracy [58] 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/intrusion-detection
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Table 3 present the result of all summarized paper based on those papers we define different 

approaches are used intrusion detection systems for IoT based big data and what the advantage and what are 

the issue still exit is the approached. Once it derives to intrusion detection for IoT based big data using 

machine approaches it seem that it produce more effective cybercrime security in different area like big data, 

machine learning technique and network site. From the review paper we become able to discuss about big 

data issue and machine learning technique facing different issue which are able to solve using intrusion 

detection system so now we summarized those issues. We fire about that best of the artice are round the 

detection of denial of service (DoS) attacks. Least facts of the papers are afit the detection of other sorts of 

attacks.  

 

 

6. ISSUES AND SUGGESTION  

6.1.  Deficiency of datasets 

There are rare dataset which are certain problems on these datasets thus new more data sets are 

essential. However, producing new datasets is contingent on expert knowledge, and the labour cost is great. 

In addition, the eroticism of the internet condition embroiders the dataset deficiency [59]. 

 

6.2.  Inferior detection accuracy rates 

Machine learning attitudes have confident volume to detect intrusions, but they often do not achieve 

well on lastly uninformed data. Maximum the prevailing revisions were supplemented by labeled datasets. 

Therefore, when the dataset does not shelter all archetypal real-world samples, good performance in actual 

settings is not assured-even if the copies achieve high accurateness on test sets [60]. 

 

6.3.  System environment 

The response of IoT during real-world submissions, such as home computerization, industrial 

automation and city mechanization resulted in a plethora of micro multiplication campaigns and dynamism-

operative announcement machineries, provisions, and protocols. IoT structures have been expansively 

laboring in requests of martial, agriculture, power organizations, education, and commerce [61].  

 

6.4.  Contests and future research instructions 

Gigantic records of research works have been issued correlated about IDSs for IoT data security. 

However, there are still a large number of open research challenges and issues, frequently in the use of ML 

methods for incongruity and imposition detection in IoT for big data sanctuary resolution and these problems 

are still exits which need to sloved. We can say the datasets not comprise all material or successfully on real 

data and gratifies all shareholders’ necessities [62]. 

 

6.5.  Statistical significance tests 

Form the education of connected work it seems that diverse machine learning method are used for 

Intrusion detection organizations security of IoT based big data. As we recognize that multiple ML 

algorithms used over multiple datasets indispensable issues. An algorithm may show better exhibition over 

one dataset whereas may fail to realize similar result over another dataset this is due to the article circulation 

or algorithm characteristics [63]. 

 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

This analysis paper delivers a summary about IoT based big data for security intrusion detection 

system captivating machining learning systems are accessible in specifics. Intrusion detection system is a 

guaranteed investigation field in the cyber security due to the speedy expansion of the different paraded like 

IoT, cloud calculating and big data. Newly, machine learning algorithms are applied in IDS in order to 

identify and categorize security threats of IoT grounded data. This paper discovers the qualified study of 

several ML algorithms used in IDS for numerous solicitations of IoT based bid data and their erection 

recommend. The consequence of this review will help in empathetic the challenges of big data due to IoT in 

NIDS. Final section of paper fixed the forthcoming research. 
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